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The Cosmic Microwave Background  
            predicted by Gamow (1946)       
            found: Penzias+Wilson (1964)   
                   Nobel Physics Prize 1978 



  

The COBE satellite 
       (1989 - 1993)

● Two instruments          
   made  maps of the       
   whole sky  in               
   microwaves and  in     
   infrared radiation

● One instrument took a 
   precise spectrum of     
   the sky in microwaves

Nobel Prize in 
Physics  2003



  

COBE spectrum of the microwave background



  

COBE's temperature map of the entire sky

T = 2.728 K
T = 0.1 K



  

T = 2.728 K
T = 0.0034 K

COBE's temperature map of the entire sky



  

T = 2.728 K
T = 0.00002 K

COBE's temperature map of the entire sky



  

Structure in the COBE map

● One side of the sky is `hot', the other is `cold'   
     the Earth's motion through the Cosmos           
                V 

Milky Way
 = 600 km/s

● Radiation from hot gas and dust in our own      
   Milky Way

● Structure in the Microwave Background itself



  

The WMAP Satellite at Lagrange-Point L2



  

The WMAP of the whole CMB sky

Bennett et al 2003



  



  



  

Planck at L2



  

The nine Planck maps

30 GHz                                                             44 GHz                                                                   70 GHz 

100 GHz                                                             143 GHz                                                                  217 GHz 

353 GHz                                                             545 GHz                                                                  857 GHz 



  

Public sky map after the first survey



  

CMB map after the first 2.5 surveys



  



  

Stacked temperature and polarisation maps

    intensity                 polarisation                  intensity                polarisation      
            Temperature minima                                 Temperature maxima             

Thomson scattering in the last scattering surface is expected to induce  
characteristic polarisation patterns around extrema of the temperature field.

 

Predictions for standard recombination in a ΛCDM universe



  

Stacked temperature and polarisation maps

    intensity                 polarisation                  intensity                polarisation      
            Temperature minima                                 Temperature maxima             

Thomson scattering in the last scattering surface is expected to induce  
characteristic polarisation patterns around extrema of the temperature field.

                           Stacked Planck data, 30' smoothing
      11,396 cold spots                                       10,468 hot spots



  

Gravitational lensing of the temperature map



  

Gravitational lensing of the temperature map

Original unlensed map



  

Gravitational lensing of the temperature map

       Lensed map



  

Gravitational lensing of the temperature map

      Difference map



  

Lensing mass map from the first 2.5 surveys



  

CIB map from the first 2.5 surveys

A projection of the cosmic star-
formation history, re-radiated 
by dust.

The correlation with the 
projected mass map is detected 
at a level of 47 σ !



  

Detecting the (hot) baryons with Planck

Planck can detect hot gas against the 
CMB through the spectral distortion 
introduced by Compton scattering,

                                          ,

where jν is a characteristic spectral 
shape and y is the line-of-sight 
integral

        y = kSZ ∫ ne Te dl, 

This is the Sunyaev-Zeldovich effect 



  

SZ map from the first 2.5 surveys



  

SZ map from the first 2.5 surveys



  

The Coma cluster



  

Planck's catalogue of SZ-detected sources 

1227 SZ sources with S/N>4.5 over 83.7% of the sky.   861 confirmed clusters



  

CMB map after the first 2.5 surveys



  

Planck CMB power spectrum from 2.5 surveys



  

Planck CMB power spectrum from 2.5 surveys



  

Planck TE power spectrum from 2.5 surveys



  

Planck EE power spectrum from 2.5 surveys



  

Planck gravitational lensing power spectrum



  

The six parameters of the base ΛCDM model



  

The six parameters of the base ΛCDM model

Derived parameter



  
The Universe is also expanding 7% slower than before and is
80,000,000 years older!



  

One  parameter extensions of the base ΛCDM model



  

Planck results bearing on models of inflation

Non-Gaussianity constraints

         Parameter values

fNL



  

Planck results on DM in the visible Universe



  

Planck results on DM in the visible Universe



  

Planck results on DM in the visible Universe



  

Planck results on DM in the visible Universe



  

Planck results on DM in the visible Universe



  



  



  



  



  

WMPA renormalised by 0.976



  

x0.976

--- WMAP+SPT best fit
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